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The Indian education system still follows the strong path of British Raj. There have not been any
changes in the education system since then. Syllabus, methodology, etc. is still the same that we
have opted years back. But the present scenario is different, now parents are more focusing over
making students a wholesome package which is just perfect to fit any kind of tough situation. They
want to follow a different method to educate their children. This is why they are opting international
schools in India. Therefore the number of international schools in India is going up regularly. Major
cities of the country like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Bangalore, etc.  Shelters some of these schools.

International school in India follows and execute internationally recognized curriculum such as
International Baccalaureate or Cambridge international exam. This concept was found for children
of diplomats as they were geographically mobile due to postings in different countries. However this
idea is obsolete now because parents from different professional backgrounds want their child to be
the part of these schools. So that their child could be prepared well for the competitive world and
they can stand stiff with confidence.

The only answer why international schools in India are gaining popularity is because of the global
curriculum that is taught, giving a special focus over skills and knowledge instead of just monitoring
their speed and memory. The idea behind following this curriculum is to make students versatile in
nature than just a book worm. Students become ready to face the challenges of the real world. it
gives every child a space to develop their own abilities which helps them to leave a mark on the
global arena.

Not following the same old concept of Indian schools where mains stress remains on covering up
the syllabus without giving a consideration whether students are clear with the concept or not.
International schools in India gives an option of wholesome learning experience to students. They
make students capable enough to cope with the growing challenges of the international forum by
providing different teaching modules and highly skilled faculty. In addition to this, international
schools in India are mixed with different people having different cultures and ethnicity. It makes
students a global citizen in true senses.

These schools offer boarding facilities which is an ease for students to reside and enjoy education
and school life at the same time. Hence they are also best boarding schools of the country where
girls and boys have their different residence. They offer the best facilities hence they are becoming
the finest girlsâ€™ boarding schools in India.
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